Fully digital documents
The E-DocumentPro app

Optimised processes by integrating your documents into the digital workflow
E-DocumentPro

Optimised processes and secure documentation – a paperless work flow from processing your documents to filing.

Integration of your documents into the digital process

- Preparing of German-language documents as XML
- Translation of documents into foreign languages
- Provision of documents for digital editing

Digital processing of documents

- Clearly laid-out and easy to use
- Assign several documents per patient (package of forms)
- Directly transfer individual patient data
- Digitally complete text fields and check boxes
- Handwritten comments possible
- No data saved to the mobile terminal

Electronic signature of documents with biometric features

- Document status can be checked at any time
- Electronic signing of assigned documents
- Generating a PDF document for digital filing

Electronic signature

The electronic signature is of comparable conclusiveness to signed documents. The technology used in E-DocumentPro consists of two components:

- Static image of the signature
- Biometric features of the signature
  - Starting and lifting points
  - Pen pressure
  - Writing speed

In addition, the electronic signature is encoded and is fixed permanently to the document so that manipulating the document is impossible.

You are already using E-ConsentPro? That means you will not have to install any further software.

www.thieme-compliance.de
About Thieme Compliance

Partner for medical patient information and communication with more than 30 years of experience in the market

Comprehensive range of patient information products on the market:
- Access to more than 2,000 informed consent forms from more than 30 fields available in up to 20 languages
- Available in all common media: printed and digital products and films

Utmost quality and up-to-dateness of the products regarding content:
- A team of more than 400 medical authors, editors, lawyers and product developers
- Certified quality management system (DIN EN ISO 9001 + EN ISO 13485)

Our specialities are tailored solutions for process optimisation and reliable documentation

Learn more: www.thieme-compliance.de/e-documentpro
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